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When we were invited to write about contemporary 
performance art in New-York we accepted the 
inherent problematics in representation of 
performance. 

We felt that talking about specific performance 
events would be talking about the past. Also the 
selection would always create a very subjective and 
therefor failed representation. We also didn’t think 
it’s possible to discuss specific performance artists in 
New-York, there is always that overlaying question 
of identity of what makes someone a “New-Yorker” 
(especially with us being foreigners ourselves). 
Above all, the very principle of selection seems 
isolating and so foreign to what performance here is 
about. 

Being artists who practice hosting as an art form it 
felt only natural to transform this magazine article 
into an invitation and an environment of hosting. 

An opportunity to discuss performance not as an 
event but as a durational practice and culture (both 
in it’s social and biological meaning). An ecology.
We invited three diverse generators of performance 
environments who operate in New-York, to share 
their perspectives, community and practice. 
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is a performance artist and organizer and the co-founder of 

Panoply Performance Laboratory in Brooklyn. We invited 

Neff to host some of the active performance organizers as 
an attempt to portray the relational nature of performance 
ground in Brooklyn.

is an experimental theater director and the Associate 
Curator of Performance at the New Museum in New-York. 
We invited Chamberlain to discuss his radical work with 
performance at an institution. Joining our conversation 
are AUNTS organizers Liliana Dirks-Goodman and Laurie 
Berg, to discuss their collaboration on two projects at the 
New Museum, as a case study to consider the conditions in 
which autonomous space could be formed within existing 
structures and institutions. 

is a performance artist and founder of Franklin Furnace, 
a ground breaking organization which sets it’s mission at 
“making the world safe for the avant-garde art”, operating 
since 1976. An artists-book-store turned performance-space 
turned archive, that for the past 30 years provides grants to 
performance artists worldwide. We met Wilson at her archive 
which recently relocated to Pratt Institute in Brooklyn to 
discuss archiving and grant-making as performances.

ESTHER NEFF 

TRAVIS CHAMBERLAIN

MARTHA WILSON 

                            Have some soup
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MAPPING
 

SCORE by Esther Neff

My own subjectivities, frames, biases, and implicit interests are visible in the forms and 
content of this performance-for-magazine.  Like those I interviewed here and many 
others, I see acts of organizing and hosting performance art as performance art; there is no 
difference between “form” and “content” anywhere in performance art: the image is the act 
(Teena Lange), The work cannot be separated from the maker (Marilyn Arsem), witnesses 
are always performing (Hrag Vartanian), performance art is always “about” performing: 
performing the self, performing in society, performing politically. 

But what really makes organizing performance art into performance art itself is that 
organizers are almost always artists and are constantly creating self-reflexive structures, 
modes, and processes, performing meetings, potlucks, and exhibitions as artists, paying 
constant attention to aesthetics, sensation and perception, and embodiment, as well as to 
systems and forms.

PPL ( PANOPLY PERFORMANCE LABORATORY ) practices collective modes of operation, across 
art and cultural organization, performing exchanges, conferences, exhibitions, tours, talks, operas, 
performance art works, and laboratory-style performative research.  Founded in 2006, PPL is a 
performance team involving Esther Neff, Brian McCorkle, and a host of collaborators. It is also a 
site at 104 Meserole Street. 

PERFORMANCY FORUM began in 2009 as a project of the Panoply Performance Laboratory 
(PPL) while the collective was in residence at Surreal Estate. It has since become an open project, 
collaborating with spaces, sites, curatorial collectives, and many others to produce exhibitions, 
shows, workshops, conferences, actions, events, and performative critical gatherings. Initiatives 
and events have emerged in relationship with Arts in Bushwick, SUPERFRONT (Public Summer at 
Industry City), the Poop Project (BOB the Pavilion at Columbia University), Spread Art (Detroit), 
MDW Art Fair, Performer Stammtisch and MPA-B (Berlin), Brooklyn International Performance 
Art Festival/Foundation (BIPAF), Petrichor Performance Collective, and many independent 
curators, organizers, artists, and groups from all over the world.

5 interviews as a performance-for-magazine with 5 organizers and makers of performance art



In May, 2015 during MPA-B: Anthology there is a conference in Berlin organized by Jörn Burmester 
entitled Curating as Performance Art, during which these interviews-as-performance will also be 
shared. 

INITIAL PERFORMANCE OF THIS SCORE INVOLVED FIVE INTERVIEWEES, ALL OF THEM 
ARTIST-ORGANIZERS WITHIN PERFORMANCE ART COMMUNITIES AND COLLECTIVITIES. 
INTERVIEWEES ARE: HECTOR CANONGE, LITAL DOTAN, WHITNEY HUNTER, JILL 
MCDERMID, AND ESTHER NEFF.



HECTOR CANONGE

“In addition to my artistic practice, I curate, organize and produce programs and events that 
explore relevant issues in our contemporary society.  I consider important to be able to work with 
others, to share ideas, to collaborate, to create with like-minded people.  Since my incursion in 
Performance Art in 2009, I’ve had the opportunity to meet and establish lasting relationships with 
artists, organizers, gallerists, curators, and museum administrators.  

They are the ‘family’ I always look forward to be and work with.  The creation of a community in 
performance is important to foster new works, initiatives and the development of the discipline.  
Performance Art, PA, unlike studio art practice, requires the support and presence of people.  The 
growing number of performance events in NYC, and particularly in Brooklyn, has strengthened 
our presence and the importance of PA in the contemporary art scene.

As far as working in long term projects, I enjoy the process particularly if it builds and completes as 
I execute them. I called them “generative” because they are in constant transformation generating 
connections, reflection, and transformation.” 

ITINERANT is an Annual Performance Art 
Festival initiated in 2011 by artist Hector 
Canonge with the support of QMAD, Queens 
Media Arts Development.

PERFORMEANDO (Spanglish word, coined 
by artist Hector Canonge in the context of 
Live Action Art) refers to the creation of an 
event, presentation, act, action, and/or artistic 
corporal expression.) PERFORMEANDO is 
the first Performance Art project / program 
focusing on featuring works of performance 
artists who identify themselves as Latin, 
Latina/o or Hispanic living and working in the 
United States. 
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HECTOR CANONGE’S PERFORMEANDO EVENT 
AT GLASSHOUSE 2015 
(IN PICTURE: ARTIST SHAWN ESCARCIGA)

Photo by Eyal Perry



JILL MCDERMID

Jill McDermid organizes and performs as part of International communities of performance artists, 
working between curation and the making of her own live pieces. She has recently become the proprietor of 
the Linda Mary Montano Art/Life Institute and continues to host artists from all over the world at Grace 
Exhibition Space in Brooklyn, at the Grey Zone in Kingston, NY, and at her new farm, currently being 
developed in collaboration with her partner Erik Hokanson. Jill also performs as an artist in festivals 
(the primary mode of public dissemination of performance art Internationally), art fairs, and exhibitions 
worldwide. McDermid perceives a separation between performance art’s own ecologies of organization and 
presentation and those operating at the highest levels of the artworld.  

 “There is still a division between Manhattan and Brooklyn, there is a community in Brooklyn, 
with people excited to help each other, genuinely caring about each other. Now, with Grey Zone 
and the farm, which is a Permaculture and Performance Art Residency on a 100 acre farm in 
Rosendale, NY, I want the community to have an opportunity to be a part of nature. Working and 
resting upstate can help artists live less anxious and stressed lives, I’ve been seeking remedies to 
this part of performance practices since 2005, it’s a real problem.”  
  
“What I see is an opening of consciousness and thought, everywhere performance art goes.”   

WWW.GRACE-EXHIBITION-SPACE.COM
Opened in 2006, Grace Exhibition Space is 
devoted exclusively to Performance Art. Grace 
offers an opportunity to experience visceral and 
challenging works by the current generation 
of international performance artists whether 
emerging, mid career or established.   
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LITAL DOTAN

Glasshouse began in Lital Dotan’s small apartment in Tel Aviv as a weekly live streaming performance 
platform (2007).   Since then it had changed locations and modes five times until arriving in it’s current 
location in Brooklyn. The Glasshouse as a project remains in constant evolution, both formal and 
flexible, each year rigorously pursuing a different focus and spirit. Dotan designs Glasshouse’s structured 
programs, presentational schemas, and situations, combining her artistic projects and hosting practices to 
focus on neo-domesticity and participation, daily practices, dialecticality and experimentation. 

“A performance environment can not be focused on just presenting performances. Glasshouse 
allows the experience of structure, presentation, practice and sustainability aspects of 
performance as one”

GLASSHOUSE is an art-life-lab founded by 
artists Lital Dotan & Eyal Perry, dedicated 
to exploring the nature of performance and 
audience participation from a domestic context 
through residencies, Homage performances, 
24hour performances, collaborations and 
constent exploration.



PPL - BRIAN MCCORKLE PERFORMING 
‘ANY SIZE MIRROR IS A DICTATOR’ 
DURING HOMAGE TO ALLAN KAPROW
AS PART OF THE HOMAGE FACTORY 
PROGRAM AT GLASSHOUSE (OCTOBER 2012). 

Photo by Eyal Perry.
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WHITNEY HUNTER
[MEDIUM] is an interdisciplinary performance 
group focused on the collective creation 
and presentation of original group works, 
Conceived in 2012 by Interdisciplinary 
Performance Artist Whitney V. Hunter. 

[MEDIUM] fosters collaborations with artists, 
performers, and technologists of varying 
mediums with a collective mission towards 
Conduction, Interaction and Communication.  

Whitney Hunter has worked across performance disciplines and in constant collaboration with other 
artists and performance-makers. He is currently getting a Ph.D. in Philosophy, Art Theory, and Aesthetics 
at the Institute for Doctoral Studies in the Visual Arts yet continues to perform vividly political actions on 
the street and in public squares.  Hunter’s name for his theories and ideologies is “Shapism.” He says
“one Shapist mode of production is to use and reuse, expand the boundaries. It’s all about 
constructing but always re-structuring, you build this structure, but you might have to tear it apart 
to keep using it, always going back to the source to realize all that it is.”  

As Hunter discusses his multiplicity of practices, he quotes his collaborator Preach R. Sun and Albert 
Camus: “my very existence is a conflict.”   
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ESTHER NEFF

“Performance art as a “discipline of the in-between” currently faces its own dissolution into 
mainstream economies of attention where practices may be re-framed within an elitist realm of 
“high art” and thereby relegated to the autonomous spheres of art history and market. I still believe 
that performance art has the ability―and perhaps the responsibility―to divine modes of political 
resistance and resilience via its very operations. This ability is empowered by alignment between 
ideology and action, practiced by performance artists when they organize collectively, share 
resources, write about each other, create archives and auto-poetic frames, when they perform in 
each others’ spaces for free, acknowledge the influence of elder artists regardless of canonization 
schemas, and organize empathically with fellow performance artists with respect to differences. 
” 
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HECTOR CANONGE: SUR, 2014
SOLO PERFORMANCE AT PPL SPACE. 
STILL FROM VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

Shot by Brian McCorkle.







Lital Dotan and Eyal Perry
in Conversation With Travis Chamberlain and His Guests, 
AUNTS Organizers Liliana Dirks-Goodman and Laurie Berg

CREATING A SPACE 
FOR PERFORMANCE WITHIN AN INSTITUTION

 
“I think one of the greatest ironies of museums as 
public spaces is the underlying tension that exists 
between the seeming neutrality of white walls and 
the politics of access that accompany the work that is 
presented there. Performance, more than any other 
art form, constantly threatens to expose that tension, 
often refusing to be neatly contained or objectified. 
Finding a way to create a space for performance to be 
free to be itself, to be messy, to be spontaneous and 
present, in the space of a museum where there is so 
much pressure to predetermine the boundaries of 
experience…it is a never-ending process of advocacy 
and negotiation. I think one of my successes here 
at the New Museum has been in creating spaces for 
performance to be authentically itself, to reclaim, for 
the bodies of performers and visitors alike, a space that 
otherwise impresses upon visitors, by its design and 
sleek institutionalization, a particular mode of visual 
engagement.“ 

This would be our starting point for a conversation.

In an email correspondence with Chamberlain 
prior to our meeting he wrote:



LD If I am not mistaken, your 
role at the New-Museum is part of 
the Education Department. Could 
you comment about the relation 
between Education and Curation in 
performance?

TC My role as Associate Curator 
of Performance is housed within the 
Department of Education and Public 
Engagement. When I accepted the job at 
the New Museum, I didn’t actually realize 
I was joining an education department. 
My title then was Public Programs 
Coordinator and I was responsible for 
overseeing production of our public-
facing events: artists talks, screenings, 
panels, and so on. It was from my post 
as Public Programs Coordinator that I 
began organizing performance events. At 
first I used familiar presentation models, 
double-bills mostly where the pairings 
teased out some sort of conceptual link 
between the artists’ work. But then I began 
to experiment with what would evolve 
into residency forms, working with a 
single artist over a series of programs, 
some of which might also be discursive. I 
was increasingly influenced by the open-
research formats of some of the programs 
my director Eungie Joo was organizing at 
the time, and my exposure, through several 
of the artists she curated, to methodologies 
of social practice was also tremendously 
influential. I was interested in applying 
those methodologies to organize my 
own programs around contemporary 
performance practice. This is how my 
approach to performance-as-research 
developed. In my current curatorial work, 
performance is not offered as the result of 
an idea, but as a way through an idea.

Over the last half dozen years, I have 
worked with resources available to me 
(particularly the New Museum Theater) 
to develop new residency structures 
in response to the emerging concerns 
of New York City’s performing arts 
communities. Through these structures, 
I have been able to provide support and 
context for a mode of artistic production 
that is often overlooked within museums. 
I have endeavored to find ways to create a 
meaningful bridge between the museum 
and the stage, where both frameworks are 
recognized for the particular ways in which 
they are able to present or interrogate 
ideas through performance. These often 
complex and multifaceted residency 
structures—utilized for projects such as 
“NEA 4 in Residence: Performing Beyond 
Funding Limits” (2013), “Movement 
Research in Residence: Rethinking Judson 
Dance Theater Fifty Years Later” (2012), 

and “Ishmael Houston-Jones with Dennis 
Cooper and Chris Cochrane: THEM 
AND NOW” (2010)—provide museum 
visitors with access to artists’ processes in 
a laboratory-like setting, where one can 
potentially influence the outcome of the 
work at hand through open studios and 
other forms of programming contingent 
on public engagement.
More recently I have employed residency 
structures to explore exhibitions as 
durational, shifting platforms through 
which performance-as-research can 
operate. 

LD One of the residencies 
you organized, and which Eyal & 
myself attended as audience, was 
‘Performance Archiving Performance’. 
Could you describe that project and it’s 
trajectories?

TC “Performance Archiving 
Performance,” which I organized in the 
Fall of 2013, combined performance 
residencies, public programs, and a more 
traditional exhibition of objects and 
video documentation to showcase work 
by four artists engaging archives as a 
medium: Yanira Castro, Jennifer Monson, 
Julie Tolentino, and Sara Wookey. These 
artists’ projects were chosen for their 
innovative approaches to archiving 
performance. Within them, archives are 
structured as systems through which the 
acts of recording, storing, indexing, and 
redistributing become constituent parts 
of the performances they trace. 
The exhibition included intricate 
installations that highlighted the unique 
methodologies each artist used to construct 
and maintain archives of performance 
work. A series of performances were 
produced in residence during the 
exhibition to activate the archives on 
display and test the integrity of their 
systems. One example of this occurred 
during the residency for Julie Tolentino’s 
project The Sky Remains the Same, a work 
that explores the body’s potential as both 
a medium and container of record. As one 
part of her residency, Tolentino attempted 
to archive the feeling of a performance 
(“For You,” 2009, by artist duo Lovett/
Codagnone) into and onto the bodies of 
New Museum staff members. This was 
accomplished through the transmission 
of a special artists’ edition tattoo, which 
was applied on-site in the New Museum 
Theater. To my surprise and delight, ten 
New Museum staff members gamely 
volunteered to become repositories for 
the work! Photo documentation from this 
unusual archiving event, which occurred 

Lital Dotan and Eyal Perry
in Conversation With Travis Chamberlain and His Guests, 
AUNTS Organizers Liliana Dirks-Goodman and Laurie Berg

INSTALLATION VIEW OF #AUNTSFORCAMERA, 
KARL SCHOLZ FROM “AUNTSFORCAMERA” 
AT NEW MUSEUM, NYC

Photo Lauren Bakst
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ideas. I think this interest in inclusiveness is central to 
why AUNTS made such a huge impression on me.

In many ways, I have stayed true to the path that 
brought me to New York, both as an independent 
director and now as an associate curator at the New 
Museum who often employs methodologies from 
directing theater to organize performance-based 
projects within a visual art context. In both cases, 
I focus on sculpting the relationship between an 
audience, the context of the specific site, and the 
affective contours of an event.“

LD Could you describe your first encounter with 
AUNTS as a participant/audience?

TC When I first encountered AUNTS, I was 
immediately won over by its openness. AUNTS is a 
community-building choreographic structure for 
organizing autonomous, simultaneous performance and 
other kinds of art activity in shared spaces. Established 
and emerging artists negotiate shared space on equal 
terms within AUNTS. AUNTS is always inclusive. Laurie 
and Lili joke that the secret of AUNTS is that if you want 
to be part of it, you can be. 

I met Laurie and Lili through a project I did with 
Movement Research at the New Museum, called 
“Rethinking the Imprint of Judson Dance Theater 50 
Years Later.” Judson Dance Theater was a collective 
of dance artists who presented programs of dance at 
Judson Memorial Church in Lower Manhattan from 
1962-64. It was short-lived but very important as a site 
of innovation in contemporary performance and dance 
that continues to resonate and influence performance 
art and dance practices today. There were four smaller 
weeklong research residencies that I had planned as 
part of this project, in which four questions about the 
contemporary influence of Judson Dance Theater 
would be explored. They were designed to be given to 
individual artists. But when one of the questions that 
came up as part of that residency project was on the 
topic of “collective as community,” Movement Research 
decided to nominate AUNTS to respond. AUNTS seized 
the opportunity to invite their community to rehearse 
during their designated residency time. All of the 
rehearsals that comprised AUNTS participation in 
that residency were offered as open rehearsals, so this 
opening became, in a way, an opportunity for the artists 
in their community to be presented at the New Museum.

LAURIE BERG  I remember that meeting and 
one of the lingering questions was: why do we have to 
choose individual artists? Why can’t everyone do this? 
And I remember thinking- well, the New-Museum can’t 
open the front gates and allow everyone to come in, but 
AUNTS can! 

TC When the invitation came from the Stedlijk 
Museum to organize an exhibition in response to the 
imminent closure of Trouw, a nightclub and arts space 
in Amsterdam, I proposed doing another project with 

as part of an open studio, was subsequently 
included in the installation for Tolentino’s 
project, presented on a monitor next 
to video documentation of the original 
performance that it referenced.

LD When you arrived in New-
York, what did you imagine your life 
would become and what environments 
did you find culturally nourishing at 
the time?

TC I arrived in New York right out 
of college with the intention of becoming 
a professional experimental theater 
director. I had studied theater at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill and had directed several  successful 
productions there. I had interned with 
the Wooster Group and Living Theater 
during the summer of my junior year, and 
believed I had the skills and talent to do 
what they were doing and make a living 
at it, too. My plan was to arrive in New 
York, put together a show with the actors 
I knew from school, invite the press, and 
the rest would be history. I had so much 
confidence in my abilities as a director. The 
first show I directed in New York, though, 
took so much out of me and didn’t really 
give anything back. The press didn’t come, 
and the only people in the audience were 
our friends. I was disheartened by that 
experience and quit directing for awhile. 
I got a job as the box office manager at 
Performance Space 122, one of the many 
experimental performance venues I had 
read about in school, and it was really 
there that I began to develop a sense of 
community specific to this city. Many 
of the people who were my coworkers 
then have since become important 
collaborators. We all thought we wanted 
to be part of a community that was a 
generation or two above us. It took a while 
for us to realize that the community we 
wanted to be a part of was the community 
we were already in. Fifteen years later, 
several of us who stuck it out have created 
shifts within the ecology of contemporary 
performance in New York, spawning 
new factions of creative community that 
are way more interesting to me than the 
exclusive cliques I had hoped to be part of 
when I first arrived here. 

The collaborative nature of performance, 
specifically theater, has always been 
important to me because of the community 
it provides. As a curator, it is important to 
me to develop innovative strategies for 
providing different kinds of access: to art, 
to ideas, and, most importantly, to other 
people who are also interested in art and 

Next page and two double spread following

“AUNTFORCAMERA” 
PRODUCTION WEEK: OPEN STUDIOS
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AUNTS: an exhibition of dance-for-
camera works that would be produced 
through a shared open studio. Working 
with AUNTS artists and using AUNTS 
organizing principals, the exhibition was 
conceived to create a collective moving-
image portrait of a community of dancers 
who thrive without a permanent home, as 
a model for the community of club kids at 
Trouw who were about to be displaced. 

LD Could you give an example 
to some of the adaptation work you 
needed to do in order to fit in the New-
Museum’s institutional structure?

TC Thinking about the door policy 
when working with AUNTS has been 
really interesting. AUNTS has this  policy 
that when you come in you have to 
bring something, either in the form of 
donation to an open bar, an item for the 
free boutique, or perhaps something for a 
potluck. This donation is your admission 
to the event. There is no monetary 
exchange. At the New Museum, the gallery 
admission included access to AUNTS at no 
additional charge, but it obviously wasn’t 
free. During “AUNTSforcmaera,” we really 
wanted to target that question of how to 
preserve that aspect of non-monetary 
exchange that is unique to AUNTS. One 
of the ways we did this when the project 
was exhibited at the New Museum was 
through the admission policy for a series 
of nine artists-devised tours created in 
response to each of the nine works in the 
show. Admission to these tours was free to 
anyone who contributed to Karl Scholz’ 
project “#auntsforcamera,” a work in the 
show that involved a downloadable social 
media app through which users could 
create and upload their own original 
dance-for-camera content.

In both cases, during “Movement Research 
in Residence” and the open studio 
production week for “AUNTSforcamera,” 
the interaction between visitors and 
the environment in which AUNTS was 
working in the New Museum Theater was 
so magical. Visitors came in, not really 
knowing what they were seeing, maybe 
they read the info text outside the theater, 
but they would walk in and the space felt 
so warm and inviting and there were so 
many things going on, you couldn’t tell if 
the overlap between all of these activities 
was choreographed or not. Someone 
would be doing something very virtuosic 
while someone else was sitting down in 
the middle of the room making notes and 
then someone else was shooting video 
portraits with a camera in the back and, 
then out of nowhere, someone would start 
flying a drone around the room or pull out 
this giant inflatable thing that would fill 
up the whole room and flop around over 









everyone else’s work space. Somehow it 
all worked. The artists were negotiating 
what it meant to rehearse altogether in 
that moment, mostly through nonverbal 
communication with one another, just by 
making space for each other at different 
times, being considerate and being 
flexible. So then visitors would come into 
that environment and just stay, for a long 
time, longer than they would stay in the 
galleries, often half an hour or more. They 
would hang out. They might not know 
what was going on coming into the space 
but they would strike up a conversation 
with the artists and learn about what was 
going on by engaging with the people who 
were making work, in some cases even 
being invited to participate in the making 
of that work themselves. And then other 
visitors would come in and might mistake 
those participants for artists. The lines 
between spectator and performer were 
blurred and porous. It was welcoming and 
comfortable environment, Participation 
was natural, it didn’t feel forced, or staged.

LILIANA DIRKS-GOODMAN 
  Where Travis was advocating 
between AUNTS and the institution 
we were working with the artists to 
create a productive space. The museum 
environment is harder to work at, but 
then there were the little things that we 
do to care for the artists, to help foster 
the sense of community. Making lunches 
for the artists was one of those actions 
that let us provide a resource that made it 
easier for the artist to do their work while 
also sharing an experience with each 
other outside of their work. These kinds 
of non-monetary exchanges that we have 
within the structure of AUNTS (shared 
artist meals, free bar & boutique, etc) have 
opened up a lot of opportunity for us to 
enable what I see as the ability to provide 
care for one another.

TC    During 
“AUNTSforcamera,” we also designated 
a portion of the commission to fund 
a temporary “Nanny Share” program 
in the New Museum classroom so that 
all of the participating artists with 
young children could engage in the 
residency as fully as their peers without 
children. To facilitate this program, we 
designated a portion of the budget from 
the commission with the Stedelijk to 
pay for a nanny to be available during 
residency hours, pooling resources to 
care for an expense that would usually 
be the burden of the individual artist. 
This was an interesting moment in 
the institutional negotiations for 
this project in which I guided the 
reconfiguration of museum resources 
to provide an environment that would 

support the needs of a community of artists chosen 
to produce their work on-site. To accomplish this, I 
drafted a proposal, which was approved, arguing for 
why the nanny share program was not only a service 
that should be provided to our artists-in-residence, 
but an important conceptual aspect of the project as 
whole. It was important to provide space within the 
museum for AUNTS to be as fully itself as possible, 
further exploring what it meant for AUNTS to 
intersect with the parameters of regular institutional 
operations.

LB  In a sense, we are caretakers of the 
structure of AUNTS and not necessarily caretakers of 
individuals within that structure.
Travis once called AUNTS a liquid, so I would imagine 
us as this coffee stain and then we would just write 
AUNTS on it.

TC  When working with AUNTS one 
should have their boundaries clear because otherwise 
they would just spread everywhere. Laurie, Lili, 
and I have established a really good way of working 
together in that regard.
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PERFORMING A SUSTAINABLE ARCHIVE

In 1976, artist Martha Wilson founded Franklin Furnace in Lower Manhattan as a primary 
source for producing and mediating artwork vulnerable to neglect due to lack of institutional 
support, ephemeral nature, or politically unpopular content. For twenty years, from 1976 
to 1996, Franklin Furnace occupied a Tribeca storefront space, presenting historical and 
contemporary exhibitions of artists’ books as well as temporary installation and performance 
art to the public. Since its inception, Franklin Furnace has served the local, national and 
international community of activist artists—artists who have addressed urgent subjects such 
as war, poverty, disease, racism, sexism, and homophobia.

Her traveling exhibition ‘Performing Franklin Furnace’ reached it’s closing point in New-
York. The exhibit presents an overview of the three overlapping stages of Wilson’s career, 
including explorations of her early solo photographic work; performance activities in New 
York, and 30 projects drawn from the Franklin Furnace archive, including a rich and compact 
body of documentation (videos, photographs, announcements, publications and flyers) of 
projects by Eric Bogosian, Willie Cole, Jenny Holzer, Tehching Hsieh, Barbara Kruger, Louise 
Lawler, Ana Mendieta, Shirin Neshat, Dan Perjovschi, William Pope.L, Martha Rosler and 
William Wegman, among many others.

Looking at the title of the exhibition one could wonder- What does it mean to perform an 
archive? Upon visiting the three venues of the exhibition, it seems that for Wilson- archiving 
itself is an act of performance. But it’s not just the act, it’s the mechanism, as in a sense, 
Franklin Furnace performs a perfectly sustainable archive- one that provides grants that 
make sure it actively generates future archivees.

Franklin Furnace organization just recently found a home at Pratt Institute. This might seem 
a surprising institutional embrace as Franklin Furnace’s mission is supporting controversies 
and the avant-garde. 

We met Wilson for a conversation at her archive environment at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn.

FRANKLIN FURNACE'S MISSION IS TO PRESENT, PRESERVE, INTERPRET, PROSELYTIZE AND 
ADVOCATE ON BEHALF OF AVANT-GARDE ART, ESPECIALLY FORMS THAT MAY BE VULNERABLE 
DUE TO INSTITUTIONAL NEGLECT, THEIR EPHEMERAL NATURE, OR POLITICALLY UNPOPULAR 
CONTENT. FRANKLIN FURNACE IS DEDICATED TO SERVING ARTISTS BY PROVIDING BOTH 
PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL VENUES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF TIME-BASED VISUAL ART, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ARTISTS' BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, INSTALLATION ART, 
PERFORMANCE ART, AND UNFORESEEN CONTEMPORARY AVANT-GARDE ART FORMS; AND 
TO UNDERTAKE OTHER ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THESE PURPOSES. FRANKLIN FURNACE IS 
COMMITTED TO SERVING EMERGING ARTISTS; TO ASSUMING AN AGGRESSIVE PEDAGOGICAL 
STANCE WITH REGARD TO THE VALUE OF AVANT-GARDE ART TO LIFE; AND TO FOSTERING 
ARTISTS' ZEAL TO BROADCAST IDEAS.
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LD So you were using photography 
but actually doing performance art.

MW Yes, I was using photography but 
I was trying to sculpt my personality. 
So one fine day in 1973 Lucy Lippard 
came to Halifax, saw my work and said, 
oh yeah, this is art, and there are other 
women around the planet doing similar 
stuff. She put me on a show, the first of her 
number shows. This one was called c.7500 
because it started in Valencia, California, 
population circa 7500. Each of us got the 
front and back of a 4”x6” notecard, and 
the catalogue was this unbound stack of 
notecards.  I looked through the notecards 
and thought, oh my god, there are all these 
women doing all this great work!  So I 
moved to NY and became a part of the 
feminist art movement.  We were inventing 
the feminism of the 70’s with conscious-
raising groups and exhibitions, and at the 
same time that this was happening the 
Post-modern scene was being invented.   
Artists were not happy doing conceptual 
art that had no impact on the world; 
what if Sol Lewitt permutates every single 
line possible, north-east-south-west on 
the wall? It doesn’t affect anyone.  The 
Post-modernist generation artists like 
Christy Rupp designed posters for the 
rat population of NYC and then postered 
them on the curbs so that rats could have 
something to look at (“Rat Patrol” was a 
work in response to the sanitation strike 
of 1979 [l.d]).  Or Jenny Holzer designed 
Inflammatory Essay posters and posted 
them anonymously around New York, in 
an effort to connect with an audience that 
was not the art audience. And publications-
-tiny little pamphlets, accordion books--
Claus Oldenburg created these booklets 
in the 60’s which he called the Ray Gun 
Comics, and handed them to people who 
would just throw them right into the trash. 
Now they are probably the most expensive 
artist books on the planet.

I took my artist book to MoMA and said, 
“You had did the Information show 
in 1970; can you sell my book to the 
public?” The manager replied, “Look, 
lady, your book costs $5 but it costs me $5 
to do the bookkeeping so we’re not gonna 
handle your book.”  I thought, oh, so the 
uptown institutions are not really paying 
much attention to what the downtown 
community is up to, so I’m gonna start 
a book store for artist books. And the 
bookstore immediately turned into a 
performance art venue, installation space, 
bookstore.

LD How did you arrive at 
performance art? 

MW I was raised a Quaker girl in 
Pennsylvania, I graduated from Quaker 
college in 1969, and I didn’t want to be 
here during the war; also my boyfriend 
at the time didn’t want to be drafted, so 
we decided to get the hell out of here and 
move to Canada. 
The coolest art school at the time was the 
art school in Nova Scotia, and I went to 
Dalhousie University across the street to 
study English Literature. But I was hanging 
at the art school all the time because my 
boyfriend was there and the kids were 
cooler. They had a very ambitious visiting 
artist program where they invited the 
leading conceptual artists of the time--
mostly white men—to visit. Vito Acconci, 
Joseph Beuys, Dan Grahm, Joseph 
Kosuth, Peter Kubelka--the whole raft of 
conceptual artists of the day were coming 
through the school.  I got my MA in English 
Literature and then made a proposal for 
PhD which wasn’t accepted because they 
said it was “visual art”: I wanted to diagram 
or build a model for each of Henry James’ 
novels.  (This was before interdisciplinary 
studies was in vogue.)  So I went across 
the street and talked to Garry Kennedy 
who was President of the art school, the 
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 
and he said their English teacher was 
about to leave and invited me to become 
the English teacher. So now I was faculty-
-I was able to use their video equipment, 
audit the classes, through the largesse of 
the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design 
I became educated as an artist.  But--I’m 
a girl in a male-dominated environment.  
When I told my mentor I wanted to be 
an artist, he said, “Women don’t make it 
in the art world...” which made me mad... 
and I remember walking across the street 
and buying a roll of film.  I thought what I 
was doing was performance art, it actions 
that were experiments to find out who 
was in there: dressing up as a man trying 
to look like a woman, dressing up as a 
man to invade Men’s Rooms, dressing 
up as a 50 year-old women who is trying 
to look 25, dressing my boyfriend as the 
female persona of Marcel Duchamp, 
Rrose Selavy…all of these performances 
involved composing my features for the 
camera.
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LD So the Franklin Furnace 
project on Franklin street started as a 
bookstore?

MW  Yes, for three whole 
months. Then, at the same time, Printed 
Matter was forming. But they were being 
formed by a collective so they couldn’t 
move quite as quickly as Martha could. 
We had some meetings and discussions; 
they wanted to work on publishing 
and distribution of artist books and I 
wanted to be exhibiting and preserving 
artist books, so we re-divided the pie: 
Printed Matter assumed responsibility 
for publishing and distribution, and 
Franklin Furnace for exhibiting and 
archiving. 

LD Were you living there at the 
store on Franklin street?

MW  Yes, I was living 
upstairs on the mezzanine with two 
roommates, because $500 a month at 
the time was considered a very large 
amount of money.  Then first one 
roommate left and then the other left 
and then I got some other roommates 
and then after a while they left and I 
left while Franklin Furnace kept getting 
bigger and bigger. 

LD And the first exhibition at FF, 
what was that?

MW  It was a bunch of artist 
books--I think we got some 200 titles by 
opening day, plus one-of-a-kind works. 
We didn’t make any money at all; I had 
some money left over from breaking 
up with my boyfriend, I mean, my 
boyfriend broke up with me in Canada, 
and paid me for my equity because 
we owned a building together.  That’s 
how I bought the hot water heater. I 
started Franklin Furnace because I saw 
a vacuum, and I thought, “What’s the 
worst that could happen? I’d have to be 
a secretary again.”

LD When did performance become 
part of the program at the bookstore?

MW  Pretty quickly, because 
one of the artists wanted to read from 
her dream journals that were in the 
collection; but she didn’t just read--
she brought a costume and a stool, and 
showed up as a persona, so immediately 
the performance art program started, 
in June, three months after Franklin 
Furnace opened in April. 

LD And then when did it become 
part of the regular programming?
MW  In the Fall. We took 
the summer off and kind of adjusted 
ourselves, and I started publishing 
calendars--although I kept calling the 
performance art presentations 
“Artists Readings.”  I was trying to 
link the performances to the artist 
book archives. We didn’t have all these 
terms—“artist books”--there was no 
such term.  Performance art, installation 
work--these terms were invented later 
by art historians.  To us, it was all one big 
blob, and the art medium used was the 
one that was most appropriate to the 
concept being presented.

EYAL PERRY Did you reach out for 
press at all?

MW  For ten years, I kept 
trying to make a distinction in the press 
between performance art and theater, 
because we are not theater, performance 
art is the opposite of theater. Theater 
convinces you that you are somewhere 
else; Samuel Taylor Coleridge called it 
the “willing suspension of disbelief.”  
Performance art rubs your nose in real 
time--the fact that it’s Friday, it’s raining, 
and the artist is flinging mustard and 
ketchup into the audience.

EP You mentioned that you were 
exposed to all these great artists, were 
they an influence?

MW  Yes, certainly, because 
they were publishing--Robert Barry, 
Lawrence Weiner, Douglas Huebler--
they were all doing these little books. 
Seth Siegelaub was an important 
publisher of artist books; he published 
this wonderful thing called the Xerox 
Book on 8.5x11”paper, containing 
works using the properties of this new 
technology, the Xerox machine. 

From day one we also never said, I like 
that book and I don’t like that book. We 
just accepted anything that an artist 
claimed was a book including a block 
of concrete called Concrete Poetry. 
Again, we were trying to undermine 
the commercial system which says this 
is salable and this is not. We wanted to 
be more democratic, more open about 
what is allowable as art.
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LD And were there any situations 
that were more difficult in trying 
to maintain that place, after the 
excitement of the beginning?

MW  Oh it was very exciting, 
but we were eating rubber bands for 
dinner, we were very poor. I applied to 
Jerome Foundation, the best foundation 
in the universe, but they were not sure I 
knew what I was doing and that I was 
gonna last so they didn’t give me any 
money for multiple years.  Then when 
they saw I was showing performance 
art  they asked me to administer their 
grants to performance artists; this is the 
30th anniversary of Jerome Foundation 
support of the Franklin Furnace Fund 
through which Franklin Furnace gives 
money to crazy artists.

EP I want to go back to your 
democratic approach to performance 
where there is no curation, or criticism, 
how do you develop criteria at all? Or 
not?

MW  First of all, Franklin 
Furnace did have a curator for the first 
four years. My friend Jacki Apple was 
the curator, I was the director, and my 
friend Barbara Quin was the director 
of development who taught me how 
to raise money; she was also a painter 
and sculptor. I met Jacki through the c. 
7500 catalogue that Lucy Lippard put 
together.  She selected Jenny Holzer to 
do her Truisms in the front window, 
for example. When Jacki moved to 
California, I didn’t want to be the curator, 
so we started the peer review system we 
still use today:  We invite a panel of 4 or 
5 artists to sit around a table, we look at 
all the proposals we have received, and 
we dish out the money later on in the 
year.  I don’t vote on these panels but of 
course I do yell...
I’m proud of this system because we 
don’t necessarily know where the 
art world is going, but there has to be 
something astral in play, because we 
get proposals from all over the world-
-and when an artist from Istanbul and 
another from Iowa are thinking of the 
same thing, it says something.

LD Do you feel the definition of 
“crazy artist” had changed over the 
years?

MW  We gave money to 
an artist who started as a woman and 
became a Hasidic man; I’m very proud 
of that grant because where else could 

you get money for your sex change 
operation as a work of performance 
art? You never really know what the 
panel is going to give money to; it 
depends on the proposals we get, and 
the composition of the panel and the 
mood of the art world.

LD Were there any restrictions for 
performances?

MW  There was a big 
discussion on the board level with 
Franklin Furnace moving to Pratt 
Institute because they were asking us 
the same thing. How can we be sure 
you are not going to select an artist who 
would do something inflammatory? 
And we said, it will happen!  But we 
will give you enough notice to create 
a considered PR response.  The reality 
is that the artists we give grants to will 
probably not be presenting their work 
on Pratt’s campus.

LD Last Sunday, when Rafael 
Sanchez was performing at Participant 
Inc. he had to change his performance 
at the last minute, could you explain 
what happened?

MW  Rafael had wanted 
to spear a pig and then slice pieces 
of bacon, and wrap it around loosie 
cigarettes, then hand them to audience.  
But the director of the gallery, who is 
an animal lover, did not agree.  We only 
found out about it at 12 noon, but Rafael 
made an adaptation, and I feel he did a 
beautiful work.

LD Was the Sunday event at 
Participant Inc similar in spirit to 
those held at the Franklin street FF?

MW  We fought 
continuously with our neighbors at 112 
Franklin Street.  Artists would exhibit 
vats of wine, not cover them up at night, 
so the fumes were going up the elevator 
shaft.  Or they would cover the walls 
with honey and mice and ants would 
show up. Or exhibit historical and 
contemporary dildoes. They were doing 
inflammatory stuff all the time, so it was 
a rocky rocky road all the way through.

EP  And it wasn’t 
disturbing to you?

MW  Being raised as an 
outcast was normal to me, so it was no 
big deal.
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LD  Could you talk a bit about the evolution of FF over the years?

MW  We moved three times. We were the bookstore/performance/exhibition space at 112 Franklin 
Street for 20 years. And then in the middle of these 20 years the Culture Wars showed up. and we were identified 
as an “obscene organization” because we showed artists like Karen Finely, Annie Sprinkle, giving grants to John 
Fleck and Holly Hughes, so obviously whatever we did was obscene as well. At first we thought we were going 
to renovate the loft and turn it into this art emporium, but by the 1990s the artists had all moved to Brooklyn, 
and the Internet had changed things so we thought maybe the next “free zone” is not a loft in Tribecca, but 
the Internet-- we are going to go virtual and be a place where artists can express themselves freely.  We “went 
virtual” during our 20th Anniversary season in 1997, and moved to an office on John Street.  Then in 2001 the 
World Trade Center got hit and I got an invitation from the BAM Cultural District; they wanted to attract art 
organizations to the area around BAM so we applied and got accepted in a building called 80 Arts on Hanson 
Place along with BOMB Magazine, Bang On A Can, Witness, Cool Culture, StoryCorps and several other not 
not-for-profit organizations.  We were there for 10 years, during which time we started to transform into a 
research resource. It didn’t really matter where we were located because we were giving money to artists to do 
their work elsewhere--in public parks, online, other organizations’ spaces--and we realized that the history of 
the last 20 years is valuable to people, it’s the history of the contemporary avant-guarde art world.  We applied 
for and received an NEH grant to digitize our first 10 years, and then we got another to digitize the second 
decade of event records.  We are basically making it easy for people to stay home in their pajamas and study the 
contemporary avant-garde online.

MIKE SMITH, BABY IKKI, PERFORMING FRANKLIN FURNACE, PARTICIPANT INC., 2015. 
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